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Abstract Herbal injection is one of the most important prep-
arations of traditional Chinese medicine. More than 130 types
of herbal injections are used clinically for 400 million patients
annually with total sales of over four billion US dollars per
year. However, the current quality control (QC) methods rely-
ing mainly on chemical fingerprints (CF) can hardly ensure
quality and safety of the herbal injections with complex chem-
ical composition and have resulted in an increase in serious
adverse drug reactions. In this study, a comprehensive ap-
proach for the QC of a controversial herbal injection Shuang-
Huang-Lian lyophilized powder (SHL) was established based
on the quality fluctuation detection by a combination of CF
and biological fingerprint (BF). High-performance liquid chro-
matography and the impedance-based xCELLigence system
were applied to establish the CF and BF, respectively. In
addition, multivariate analysis was performed to evaluate the
discriminant ability of the two methods. The results showed
that being subjected to environmental influence like oxygen/air,
high temperature, and extreme illumination could lead to

quality fluctuation of SHL. The combination of chemical and
biological fingerprint method is a more powerful tool for the
QC of SHL because it can clearly discriminate different groups
of abnormal samples. This method can be used for the detection
of quality fluctuation of SHL and can provide reference for the
quality control of other herbal injections.
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Introduction

Herbal injections are an important innovation of the modern-
ization of traditional Chinese medicine. They have been ex-
tensively researched by pharmaceutical companies and re-
search institutes from China, USA, and Germany, owing to
their rapid and powerful therapeutic effects [1–3]. More than
130 types of herbal injections are used in clinical disease
treatment for about 400 million patients annually with total
sales of over 4 billion US dollars per year [4]. In the prevention
and control of severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) in
2003 and pandemic influenza H1N1 in 2009, herbal injections
like Shuang-Huang-Lian (SHL) and Qing-Kai-Ling contribut-
ed greatly and received widespread attention [5, 6]. However,
this powerful formulation still cannot be accepted internation-
ally because of its complicated quality control (QC) procedures
and the high number of serious adverse reports [7–10].

Because most herbal injections consist of several medicinal
plants and their chemical composition is complex, their clin-
ical efficacy and safety are affected by various factors. These
variables include differences in patient characteristics, im-
proper use, and substandard drug quality. However, substan-
dard drug quality is regarded as the most important factor
accounting for the increase in adverse reactions [7, 10].
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Quality fluctuation and batch-to-batch variability have long
been a problem for the QC of herbal injections and other
herbal products for a long time [4, 11]. Spectroscopic-based
chemical fingerprint (CF) and assaying of multiple ingredients
have played an important role in the QC of herbal injections in
the past decades. With the development of more advanced
analytical methods, more constituents can be detected, and the
QC of the herbal injections has been greatly improved
[12–15]. Nevertheless, there are still many substances that
cannot be detected because of the relative lack of absorption
in spectra [16, 17]. Meanwhile, the spectrum-based method
cannot be associated with clinical efficacy or adverse reac-
tions. All these havemade it difficult to ensure the consistently
good quality of herbal injections, and have somehow resulted
in an increase of adverse reactions. Therefore, it is imperative
to develop a more sensitive and specific method for the QC of
herbal injections [18].

Quality control methods based on biological profiles have
been demonstrated to be sensitive and specific, and can pro-
vide “fingerprint” characteristic information [19, 20]. Because
the various ingredients of intravenous herbal injections may
affect target cells immediately, cell-based in vitro assays are
considered to be efficient and sensitive to providing early
predictions about the biological activity of herbal injections.
Herein, we used a real-time and quantitative bioanalytical
method named xCELLigence system to establish a biological
fingerprint (BF) for the QC of herbal injections. This technique
is based on the continuous monitoring of cellular responses in
real time, which produces specific time-dependent cell re-
sponse profiles (TCRPs). Compounds with different biological
activities often produce different TCRPs [21–23]. Therefore,
we propose that this TCRP-based method can be helpful to
validate the consistency and stability of herbal injections.

In this study, a feasible approach for the QC of herbal injec-
tions was established based on the quality fluctuation detection
by a combination of CF and BF (Fig. 1). SHL lyophilized
powder, an herbal injection which has been widely reported to
cause adverse reactions, was chosen as the model drug. Seven
batches of normal samples and 21 batches of artificial abnormal
samples of SHL were collected to establish CF, and their effect
on mast cell line RBL-2H3 was monitored to establish the BF.
The results were analyzed bymultivariate statistical analysis. Our
study could provide a new insight into the QC of SHL and other
herbal injections with complex chemical components. The ex-
perimental strategy used in this study is shown in Fig. 1.

Experimental

Reagents and materials

Chromatographic-grade acetonitrile was purchased from
Fisher Chemicals (Pittsburg, PA, USA). All other chemicals

were of analytical grade and purchased from Beijing
Chemical Reagent Co. (Beijing, China). Ultrapure water was
obtained from aMilli-QWater Purification System (Millipore,
Bedford, MA, USA). Reference substances (chlorogenic acid,
neochlorogenic acid, cryptochlorogenic acid, caffeic acid,
isochlorogenic acids A, B, and C, forsythoside A, baicalin,
baicalein) were supplied by Chengdu Must Bio-Technology
(Chengdu, China, purity ≥ 98 %). Compound 48/80 was
purchased from Sigma Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO, USA).

Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM), Pen/Strep
(10,000 units mL−1 penicillin, 10,000μg mL−1 streptomycin),
0.25 % trypsin-EDTA, fetal bovine serum (FBS) were pur-
chased from Gibco (Grand Island, NY, USA).

Preparation of samples

Seven batches of normal SHL samples were from Harbin
Pharmaceutical Group Co., Ltd. (Harbin, China). To magnify
and expose the data on quality fluctuation, 21 batches of
artificial abnormal samples were prepared according to the
quality influencing factors such as: extreme illumination, high
temperature, and exposure to air. Therefore, four groups of
samples were prepared: NS1–NS7 (normal samples; samples
were kept at room temperature away from light), TS1–TS7
(high-temperature accelerated samples; kept NS1–NS7 in a
60 °C calorstat for 10 days), LS1–LS7 (extreme illumination
accelerated samples; kept NS1–NS7 under 1×104 lx illumi-
nation for 10 days), and ES1–ES7 (samples exposed to the
environment; opened the ampoules of NS1–NS7 and kept
them at room temperature away from light for 10 days).
Detailed information about the samples is listed in Table S1,
Electronic Supplementary Material.

CF assay

Preparation of standard and sample solutions

Standard solutions (chlorogenic acid, neochlorogenic acid,
cryptochlorogenic acid, caffeic acid, isochlorogenic acids A,
B, and C, forsythoside A, baicalin, baicalein) were prepared
by dissolving an accurately weighed amount of each standard
substance in 50 % methanol in a volumetric flask.

The sample solutions were prepared according to the above
procedure. The dried powders of SHL samples were accurate-
ly weighed into a clean volumetric flask, and then dissolved in
a certain volume of 50 % methanol. The standard and sample
solutions were subsequently filtered through a 0.22 μmmem-
brane filter (Xinya, Shanghai, China) for analysis.

Apparatus and chromatographic conditions

CF analysis of SHLwas performed on aWaters Alliance 2695
(Milford, MA, USA) equipped with a quaternary pump,
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vacuum degasser, autosampler, and a Waters 996 photodiode
array (PDA) detector.

The chromatographic separation was carried out using a
Phenomenex Luna-C18 (2) column (4.6×250 mm; 5 μm),
operated at 40 °C. A gradient consisting of solvent A (water/
phosphoric acid, 100:0.5, v/v) and solvent B (acetonitrile) was
applied at a flow rate of 1.0 mL min−1 as follows: 5 % B
isocratic from 0 to 5 min, 5–10 % B linear from 5 to 15 min,
10–14 % B linear from 15 to 20 min, 14–18 % B linear from
20 to 50min, 18–25%B linear from 50 to 70min, 25–30%B
linear from 70 to 85 min, 30–50 % B linear from 85 to
110 min. The sample injection volume was 10 μL. The re-
equilibration time of the column was 10 min. The detection
wavelength was set at 350 nm. Spectral resolution was set at

1.2 nm (the highest resolution possible), and the recording
frequency was one spectrum per second. The CF of each
sample was recorded in triplicate and the mean values were
calculated and used for the analysis.

Similarity analysis of CF

A professional similarity evaluation system named Similarity
Evaluation System for Chromatographic Fingerprint of
Traditional Chinese Medicine (Chinese Pharmacopoeia
Committee, Version 2004 A) was used to evaluate the stability
of the normal samples and the potential variation of chemical
constituents of the abnormal samples. The representative stan-
dard chemical fingerprint (RSCF) was generated by using the

Fig. 1 Flowchart for the
detection of quality fluctuation of
Shuang-Huang-Lian lyophilized
powder based on biological
fingerprint combined with
chemical fingerprint
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mean value of seven batches of normal samples, and common
peaks were defined. The relative peak area of common peaks
was calculated and the similarity of all samples was generated
by comparing with the RSCF.

BF assay

Cell culture

RBL-2H3, a cell line which has been extensively used as a
mast cell model to study anaphylaxis and anaphylactoid reac-
tions was selected as the model cell [24]. The cells were
obtained from Shanghai Institute of Cell Biology, Chinese
Academy of Science (Shanghai, China). The cells were cul-
tured in a standard humidified incubator at 37 °C and 5%CO2

using DMEM, supplemented with 15 % FBS, 100 units mL−1

penicillin and 100 μg mL−1 streptomycin. After reaching
confluence, the cells were washed with PBS, then detached
by 0.25 % trypsin-EDTA and diluted to the seeding
concentration.

Apparatus and cell treatment

The impedance-based BF assay was performed using the
xCELLigence Real-Time Cell Analyzer (RTCA) DP instru-
ment (ACEA Biosciences, San Diego, CA, USA). The instru-
ment consists of a RTCA DPAnalyzer and the RTCA Control
Unit 1.1. The RTCA DP Analyzer was placed inside a stan-
dard CO2 incubator and used to connect with up to three
different 16-well E-plates. The cellular responses were mon-
itored and expressed as a dimensionless parameter called cell
index (CI).

After the measurement of background impedance, 2.5×104

cells in 100 μL medium were seeded into the E-plates and the
CI value was continuously recorded. After the 24-h growth
period, the 200 μL of spent medium was removed and cells
were gently washed by fresh culture medium. Then, different
batches of SHL samples (200 μL) at a concentration of
0.8 mg mL−1 in the culture medium were added to cells, and
the CI was measured automatically once per minute until the
end of the experiment to obtain the TCRPs. Meanwhile,
compound 48/80 (C48/80) at a concentration of 30 μg mL−1

was applied throughout this study as the control sample to
verify valid performance of the cell system.

Analysis of BF

According to the similarity evaluation of the CF, a represen-
tative standard biological fingerprint (RSBF) was generated
by taking the mean value of the seven batches of normal
samples. The similarity of all samples with the RSBF was
then calculated. Meanwhile, the inhibition ratio of SHL on
RBL-2H3 after 12 and 24 h (I1, I2), the time needed for cell

desorption from the plate after drug addition (ΔT), and the
area under the real-time cell response curves (AUC) were
calculated for further analysis [25–27].

Statistical analysis

In the present study, hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA) and
principal component analysis (PCA) were used to sort sam-
ples into groups and obtain an overview of variation between
different groups. HCA was performed using IBM SPSS
Statistics 20 software (IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY,
USA) and PCA was performed using SIMCA-P software
(version 11.5, Umetrics, Umeå, Sweden). For HCA, the
between-group linkage method was used as the clustering
algorithm, and the squared Euclidean distance was selected
as measurement.

Results

CF analysis of SHL

Method validation

To obtain a stable and repeatable CF for the quality control of
SHL, a method validation of the HPLC fingerprint analyses
was conducted based on the retention time and peak area. The
method precision was assessed by six replicate measurements
of a random selected sample (NS3). The relative standard
deviations (RSD) values of retention times and peak areas of
all peaks were <2 % and <3 %, respectively. The repeatability
of the method was assessed by analyzing six different sample
solutions independently prepared from the same sample
(NS3). The stability was evaluated by analyzing the same
sample (NS3) at 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 24 h after solution prepara-
tion. The RSD of the peak areas was <3 %. This indicated that
the sample solution of SHL was stable within 24 h. Linearities
for the identified components were also established and the
calibration curves showed good linearity within test ranges
(Table S2, Electronic Supplementary Material). All results
indicated that the method of HPLC fingerprint analysis was
reliable and satisfactory. The HPLC fingerprints of SHL were
obtained under optimized conditions.

Similarity analysis

The RSCF was generated from seven batches of normal SHL
samples (Fig. 2). Peaks, which existed in all chromatograms
of the samples and presented stably, with large areas and good
segregation from consecutive peaks, were regarded as com-
mon peaks. Furthermore, the area sum of all the common
peaks must be more than 90 % of the total area of all the
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observed peaks in the chromatograms [28, 29]. Herein, 21
peaks (which contributed to more than 98 % of the total peak
area and existed in each chromatogram of the normal samples)
were defined as the common characteristic peaks. Ten constit-
uents present in normal and abnormal samples
(neochlorogenic acid, chlorogenic acid, cryptochlorogenic ac-
id, caffeic acid, forsythoside A, isochlorogenic acids B, A, and

C, baicalin, and baicalein) were identified by comparing the
chromatographic peaks in sample fingerprints with standard
substances at the same retention time. As shown in Fig. 3, the
number of common peaks of the normal and 21 batches of
abnormal samples decreased to 16 (peak no. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8, 9, 10, f, g, h, i, j, k). Peak 9 (baicalin), a common peak
which existed in all chromatograms and presented stably with
maximum content, was chosen as the internal reference sub-
stance. The relative retention time (RRT) and relative peak
area (RPA) of common peaks in the standard chromatogram
and the samples were recalculated, the data were shown in
Table S3 and Table S4, Electronic Supplementary Material.

The similarities between the fingerprints of 28 batches of
samples and the RSCF were analyzed using the professional
similarity evaluation system mentioned above. The results
showed that compared with the RSCF, the fingerprints of
samples from groups of NS and ES had relatively high simi-
larities (>0.97), while the similarities of the fingerprints of
samples from groups of LS and TSwere irregular (0.85–0.97).
Therefore, the samples from different groups could not be
effectively distinguished by the similarity analysis alone.

Results of statistical analysis

In this study, each batch of the samples was analyzed by
HPLC three times under the optimized conditions and the
average values of the relative peak area (Table S3,

Fig. 2 Reference standard chromatographic fingerprint from seven
batches of normal Shuang-Huang-Lian samples. Ten peaks were identi-
fied and labeled with consecutive numbers while the unidentified peaks
were labeled with small letters. Ten peaks were identified and labeled
with consecutive numbers while the unidentified peaks were labeled with
small letters. 1 neochlorogenic acid; 2 chlorogenic acid; 3
cryptochlorogenic acid; 4 caffeic acid; 5 forsythoside A; 6 isochlorogenic
acid B; 7 isochlorogenic acid A; 8 isochlorogenic acid C; 9 baicalin; 10
baicalein

Fig. 3 HPLC fingerprints of
normal and abnormal samples of
Shuang-Huang-Lian lyophilized
powder. Characteristic changes in
composition of the abnormal
samples were marked with red
dotted circles. R reference
standard chromatographic
fingerprint; NS normal samples;
TS high-temperature accelerated
samples; LS extreme illumination
accelerated samples; ES samples
exposed to the environment
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Electronic Supplementary Material) were used for further
statistical analysis. PCA and HCA were applied to evaluate
the discriminating power of CF. Both the PCA scores plot
(Fig. 4a) and HCA dendrogram (Fig. 5a) showed that the 28
samples of SHL could be classified into three groups. The
high-temperature and extreme illumination accelerated sam-
ples could be clearly discriminated as abnormal samples while
the samples exposed to the environment could not be distin-
guished from the normal samples.

BF analysis of SHL

Method validation

To evaluate the reliability and accuracy of the impedance-
based xCELLigence system, C48/80 and sample NS3 was
chosen randomly and detected in different wells simulta-
neously. The RSD of parameters ΔT and AUC from each
channel were both <3%, indicating good homogeneity among
different wells of the plates. According to the method valida-
tion of CF, the precision and repeatability of this method were
assessed, and the RSD of the parameters were <3 % as well.
The results indicated that this method for BF of SHL was
reliable and satisfactory.

BF and parameter extraction

The BF of the 28 batches of SHL samples was generated using
the impedance-based xCELLigence system. As cells
interacting with these samples, continuous CI changes
resulting from changes of cell number, morphology, and ad-
hesion on the microelectrodes were measured by the RTCA
DP instrument and the TCRPs were recorded (Fig. 6). For
comparison, the RSBF was generated by taking the mean

value of the seven batches of normal samples and was added
to the BF of three groups of abnormal samples. As depicted in
Fig. 6, significant difference could be observed visually be-
tween the BF of the normal and abnormal samples. The effect
of LS and ES on the cells might be stronger than that of
normal samples and NS.

To further analyze the BF of the samples, the similarities
between the fingerprints of 28 batches of samples and the
RSBF were calculated. The similarity values of the samples
from groups of NS, TS, LS, and ES were in the range of 0.97–
0.99, 0.91–0.93, 0.93–0.96, and 0.81–0.86, respectively. The
other four parameters mentioned above (I1, I2, ΔT, AUC)
were also calculated (Table S5, Electronic Supplementary
Material).

Results of statistical analysis

To evaluate the discriminating power of BF and to further
observe the similarities and differences among the different
groups of samples, the five parameters of the BF (Table S5,
Electronic Supplementary Material) were also submitted to
the two statistical analysis methods. Both the PCA scores plot
(Fig. 4b) and HCA dendrogram (Fig. 5b) showed that all the
samples are clearly classified into four classes corresponding
to the four groups of samples. Based on Eigenvalues >1, two
principal components were considered significant, and the
equations were as follows:

Z1 ¼ −0:1634X 1−0:0907X 2 þ 7:7637X 3 þ 5:4524X 4

þ 0:0325X 5−361:1280

Z2 ¼ 0:0178X 1 þ 0:0296X 2 þ 0:2648X 3−0:6260X 4

−0:0428X 5−1:1221

Fig. 4 Scores plots of principal component analysis (PCA) of the 28
batches of Shuang-Huang-Lian samples. a PCAwas carried out using the
peak area of the common peaks of the chemical fingerprints; b PCAwas
performed using the parameters derived from the biological fingerprints.

NS normal samples; TS high-temperature accelerated samples; LS ex-
treme illumination accelerated samples; ES samples exposed to the envi-
ronment; PC1 principal component 1; PC2 principal component 2
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It could be concluded that I1 and I2 contributed more to the
principle components, and they were the main parameters to
classify the samples into four classes corresponding to the four
groups.

Discussion

CF analysis has long been used for the QC of herbal products
with complex chemical composition and has made a great

contribution in the past decades [30].With the development of
more advanced analytical methods like mass spectrometric,
gas chromatography and so on, more characteristic substances
can be detected, and the quality control of the herbal injections
has been greatly improved. However, the chemical composi-
tion of herbal injections is very complex and it is rather
difficult to identify all the components using the present
analytical methods. Meanwhile, even if all the components
could be identified, the relevance between the components
and the clinical efficacy or adverse reactions of the herbal

Fig. 5 Dendrograms of the
hierarchical cluster analysis
(HCA) for the 28 batches of
Shuang-Huang-Lian samples.
The between-groups linkage
method was used as the clustering
algorithm, and the squared
Euclidean distance was selected
as measurement. a HCAwas
carried out using the peak area of
the common peaks of the
chemical fingerprints; bHCAwas
performed using the parameters
derived from the biological
fingerprints. NS normal samples;
TS high-temperature accelerated
samples; LS extreme illumination
accelerated samples; ES samples
exposed to the environment

Fig. 6 Biological fingerprints of
Shuang-Huang-Lian samples.
RBL-2H3 cells were treated with
same concentration of NS (a), TS
(b), LS (c), ES (d) and
30 μg mL−1 compound 48/80
(C48/80). The real-time cell
response curves were recorded by
the xCELLigence system. NS
normal samples; TS high-
temperature accelerated samples;
LS extreme illumination
accelerated samples; ES samples
exposed to the environment;
RSBF reference standard
biological fingerprint
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injections would still remain unexplained. Many laboratory
studies have demonstrated that QC relying mainly on CF is
insufficient for herbal products since it cannot reflect the
clinical efficacy and any unknown materials may pose a risk
to patients [18, 31].

In this study, together with the establishment of CF, we first
implemented the real-time, cell-based methodology for the
detection of quality fluctuation of an herbal injection. As
shown in Fig. 3, the chemical fingerprint of the samples stored
at high-temperature or under extreme illumination changed
obviously compared with the normal samples. Research about
the chemical stability testing of herbal extracts showed that
raising the temperature could accelerate the kinetics of the
redox reactions [32]. Five peaks (a, b, c, d, e) in the normal
samples could hardly be detected after treatment with high-
temperature, potentially due to their characteristic of thermal
instability. Besides, there might exist some other undetected
thermal instability compositions which contribute to the in-
creasing of area of peak g and the appearance of a new peak at
the retention time of 78.7 min. Light is another important
factor, which affects the stability of a variety of plant metab-
olites, such as flavonoids. Areas of peak 6 and 10
(isochlorogenic acid B and baicalein) increased in samples
treated with extreme illumination, a new peak appeared at the
retention time of 60.9 min, indicating that some compositions
of SHL were optical instability. Finally, these compositional
changes upon stress conditions might immediately lead to the
variation of bioactivity and quality of the samples. Thus, using
similarity and multivariate statistical analysis, both the CF and
BF method could accurately discriminate the high-
temperature and extreme illumination accelerated SHL sam-
ples from normal samples.

When exposed to the environment, the drug molecules or
active components of the samples are subjecting to oxidation,
hydrolysis, microbial attack and other environmental degra-
dation which poses a problem of stability to the products [32,
33]. The main constituents of SHL are as follows: organic
acids, flavonoids, triterpenoids, lignans, saccharides, volatile
oils, etc. Among which the organic acids, phenolic acids
flavonoids and iridoids are vulnerable to air oxidation and
hydrolysis, the physical and chemical stability and bioactivity
of the samples may vary with time under the influence of the
environmental factors, leading to the creation of degradation
products, although no compositional changes were detected
under the given chromatographic conditions (Fig. 3). In addi-
tion, when exposed to the environment, airborne bacteria may
enter the sterilization containers and lead to contamination.
Bacterial contamination has been reported to be one of the
major reasons for adverse events of some herbal injections
[34]. Many studies have shown that the existence of bacterial
and lipopolysaccharide can lead to the activation of mast cells
and release of various anaphylactic mediators [35–37].
Meanwhile, along with this process, the morphology and

membranes of the mast cells begin to change. The cells may
detach from the culture plate gradually and result in a decline
in the CI values recorded by the impedance-based
xCELLigence system. This may be the reason why the bio-
logical activity of samples from the group of ES was much
stronger than that of NS (Fig. 6). Therefore, the BF method
could clearly discriminate ES from NS.

In the present study, the TCRP-based technique was used
to establish the biological fingerprint for the QC of an herbal
injection. The system is an impedance-based, label-free bio-
sensor technology, which has a demonstrated applicability to
provide continuousmonitoring of cellular status including cell
number, morphology, and cellular adherence in real time [38,
39].Meanwhile, according to the different model cell selected,
this TCRP technique can be helpful for various biological
activity-based quality fluctuation detection.

Conclusion

The objective of this study was to establish a comprehensive
approach for the QC of herbal injections by the quality fluc-
tuation detection of normal and abnormal samples of SHL via
chemical and biological aspects. Multiple analysis methods
were applied to evaluate the discriminant ability of the chem-
ical and biological fingerprints. CF, the most important and
most commonly used method for the QC of herbal injections,
could accurately distinguish abnormal samples with notice-
able changes in chemical constituents. However, samples
subjecting to environmental influence like oxygen/air could
not be discriminated by CF. For the BF method, all samples
could be clearly discriminated since both the potential biolog-
ical pollution and changes in chemical constituents may lead
to variations in biological activity. In summary, BF provided a
more powerful andmeaningful tool for the detection of quality
fluctuation of SHL and could provide reference for the QC of
other herbal injections. It is our belief that this new method,
together with other emerging advances in biological technol-
ogies, may open a promising new avenue for the QC of herbal
medicines.
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